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1987.  12 pages.  8.5 inches by 5.5 inches. Black and white photocopy.
“At every turn in its thought, society will find us waiting.”

Publisher/Editor: Trevor Blake

About OVO
OVO is a magazine published on an irregular basis introducing new works to the public domain.  Issues are available
in electronic form free of charge, printed editions at a nominal fee.  Complete information on subscriptions, back
issues, limited editions, errata, books and more is available on the Internet or by sending a send a self-addressed
stamped envelope.  See below for address.

Inquiries
Send a self-addressed stamped envelope for contributor's guidelines.  Unsolicited manuscripts not accompanied by
a self-addressed stamped envelope will not be returned.  Unsolicited manuscripts addressed to OVO will be
considered submissions for publication unless expressly stated otherwise.  Publication in OVO does not necessarily
constitute an endorsement by Trevor Blake or other contributors; the opinions expressed by contributors are those
of the contributors alone.  All inquiries should be sent to OVO at address listed below.  No one besides editor and
publisher Trevor Blake speaks on behalf of OVO.

Public Domain
The person or persons who have associated their work with this document (the "Dedicators") hereby dedicate the
entire copyright in the work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain.  Dedicators make this
dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicators' heirs and successors.
Dedicators intend this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights
under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the Work. Dedicators understand that such relinquishment of
all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.
Dedicators recognize that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed,
transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-
commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.

Contact
Trevor Blake
P. O. Box 2321
Portland OR 97208-2321 USA
http://www.ovo127.com/
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Annotations
OVO 1 was first published in 1987.  The information on page two is accurate but it is
unlikely that any of the addresses seen elsewhere in this issue are still valid.

ovo0101 - Cover.  All collage elements of musician Sting from Spin magazine.
ovo0102 - Introduction.   Composition elements drawn from 'mind control' button (artist unknown) and

screened t-shirt by Knoxville artist Katpeascent.
ovo0103 - Anonymous drawing from a prison in Texas.
ovo0104 - The bedroom of a 20-year-old zine publisher.  Background may be text by Kerry Wendell

Thornley.  Posters on the wall includes (top left row) The Residents, DEVO, The Prisoner, Dead Kennedys;
(second left row) The Residents, photocopy art by Trevor Blake, Peter Gabriel, calendar, Pelican Farmer by
Trevor Blake, Eelhead by Trevor Blake; (third left row unknown) (top right row) Sidney Sime, unknown,
Sidney Sime, Danny Elfman, Earth seen from space; (second right row) teeth mask by Trevor Blake,
drawing by Trevor Blake; (third right row) unknown, J. R. “Bob” Dobbs by Trevor Blake, comic book poster,
Dungeons and Dragons poster.  Synthesizer shown is a Sequential Circuits Six Trak.  Front most LP is
Laurie Anderson's Sharkie's Day.

ovo0105 - Tape Fragmentation.  This page later reprinted in Sound Choice magazine.  The tape recorder
shown was used to record hundreds of cassette letters and listen to hundreds more.  In the 1980s, I and
others sent many thousands of cassettes through the mail.  The tapes were almost never recordings of
music; usually they were audio collages or people talking or some of each.  In the 1990s I gave away
several thousand tapes accumulated during this time.  But I still have hundreds of others – all from just a
few friends.

ovo0106 - OVO Catalogue.
ovo0107 - Dear Friends.  Martin Klapper, pen and paper.  Collage by Trevor Blake, paper and spray paint.

Sometimes people talk about underground music.  But this is a letter from a time and place where real
underground music was occurring; unauthorized bands were subject to arrest.  Martin also sent
photographs of bands playing in masks (to hide their identities from police) and on boats in the middle of a
lake (to be able to quickly evade authorities).

ovo0108 - Phone Tag.  This is the first published occurrence of the phrase 'phone tag.'
ovo0109 - Shit Sperm Monster.  Drawing, pen and paper.
ovo0110 - Letter from the Graveyard Shift.  Gerry Reith.  I never corresponded with Gerry Reith; he killed

himself in the early 1980s before I learned of him.  I always thought this text was stronger than much of
what appeared in Reith's posthumous book Neutron Gun.

ovo0111 - Back Cover.
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